
 

MAIN SEAT ECU (CD6509P) 
FITTING INFORMATION 

 

Seat and Door Mirror Position Mechanism and Memory - To Activate 
Note: both door mirrors are controlled by the driver's seat memory from chassis 30,000 onwards 
 
Should the battery leads be disconnected for 4 weeks or longer, the seat/door mirrors position 
memory function may be lost. 
If this has occurred, it will be necessary to reactivate the memory by tapping-in the memory code as 
follows.  
 
Warning: When the seat/door mirrors memory is reactivated, the seat will move immediately and 
automatically to set adjustment positions, then the door mirrors will move automatically to set 
adjustment positions. It is essential that contact with the seat is avoided when carrying out the 
following procedure. 
 
Ensure that the gear range selector lever is in park, then turn the ignition switch to either the ACC or 
RUN position. Briefly depress the MEM (memory) button five times on the seat control panel then 
immediately depress the numbered store/recall buttons on the same panel in the sequence 4 3 3 4. 
A selected seat position can then be stored in the memory as described below. Switch off the 
ignition.  
 
 

Seat and Door Mirror Positions - To Store a Position in Memory  

When the optimum, personal seat position has been found, it can be stored in the memory circuit 
and recalled as required. Personal seat positions for four persons can be stored in the memory. 
The driver's seat position memory is linked to the electrically operated door mirrors. This enables 
the mirrors to be set to match a driver's personal seat position and recalled together with the set 
seat position when required. Therefore, before storing a driver's personal seat position into the 
memory, adjust the door mirrors for optimum rearward vision. 
The seat adjustment, door mirror adjustment, and memory switches will only operate when the 
ignition switch is in either the ACC or RUN position. To operate the memory function the gear range 
selector lever must also be in the park position. 
To store a selected seat position, first press the switch marked MEM situated on the seat control 
panel. This will activate the memory which will then remain receptive for a period of five seconds. 
During this period, press one of the four numbered personal allocation switches. The personal 
seat/door mirrors position data, will then be stored in the memory until new data is programmed 
into the memory by repeating the storage procedure for a new seat position. 
To recall the stored position, ensure that the gear range selector lever is in the park position, then 
press and hold down the personal allocation switch until the seat/door mirrors have reached their 
programmed positions. Seat/door mirrors movement can be stopped at any time by releasing the 
switch. 
Adjustments that are made to a seat position or to the door mirrors using the control switches 
independently, will not affect the memory. 


